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SUMMARY

The paper deals with the problem of estunating 'inverse of population
mean' when coefficient of variation is known. A funnel connected with a
filter-paper to filter the bias precipitate appearing in the estimators of the
inverse of population mean is defined.
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Introduction and Notations

In various investigations, tlie coefficient of variation shows stability and
its value may be known accurately. The use of coefficient of variation as a
priori has been made at a great length in tlie estimation of mean by several
authors including Searls [4], Khan [3], Govindarajulu and Sahai [2] Gleser and
Healy [1], Singh [7] [8], among others. Sen and Gerig [5], Sen [6] and
Upadhyaya and Singh [14] have used tlie population shape parameters such
as coefficient of skewness and kurtosis as apriori in addition to coefficient of
variation in estimating the j^opulation mean.

Theproblem of estimation of tlie inverse of population mean arises in many
situations, for instance, in Econometrics and Biological sciences ; see Zellner
[15]. The conventional estimator of Uie inverse of population mean is tlie
'inverse of sample mean'. Liiprovements over tlie conventional estimator have
been made by Srivastava and Bhatnagar, [13] and Singh [9] in tlie situations,
where population variance is known and unknown. Singh et al [11] have also
improvements over conventional estimator of inverse of population mean using
a priori infonnation on shajDe parameters of population such as coefficient of
skewness and kurtosis in addition to coefficient of variation.

A metliod adopted by Singh and Singh [12] to filter the bias precipitates
from tlie estimators of inverse of population mean by using a funnel associated
with a filter-paper is given. The a]iparatus consists of a linear variety of
estimators and linear constraints. It would be seen tliat tlie chemicals (statistical
constants) used forbias separation depend on tlie shape parameters ofpopulation
and coefficient of variation. However, in case of normal population the reactants
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(chemicals) used for bias filtration depend only on a simple apriori coefTicient
of variation.

For the sake of simplicity, assume that the population is infinite. Let
yj.yj,.. .,y^ be random sample of size n drawn from a population with mean
H and variance a\ It is assumed tiiat the population coefficient of variation
is known.

" y. " (y.-yf'
Let y = y — and / = Y* • . be respectively tlie unbiased

iti °
estimators of population mean p. and variance a^. The parameters under
investigation is tiie 'inverse of population mean' ® ^ 0)• The usual

estimator of 6is 4 (y 0). Let c = 4 be the consistent estimate of coefficient
• • ' y ' ... y

of variation c = —. Furtlier let

y = ji( 1+S)*) and c = c (1+ 8c)

so that E(8 y) =0 E(5^) =^^dso the first degree approximation,

E(8c) =-^ [p2-l +4V^c-8c^] (1.1)

E(8y8c) =-^^(2c'-V^c) , (1.2)

E(8c^) =i(4c^-4V^c +p2-l) (1.3)

r— 2

Where c=(^) =- , p, = . p, =-^ and (r =2, 3. 4) is the
r-th central moment

2. Linear Variety

Suppose §, =I . §2 =y
/A\

c

c
and §, = -

^ y
such that , §2, §3, e

G where G denotes the setof all pc^ssible estimatoVs^for estimaJng the 'inverse

of population i^an' 0=̂ ' By definition, the set Gwill be linear variety if
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for

and gj e R

i=l

i-l

(2.1)

(2.2)

where g; (i = 1, 2, 3) denote tlie amount of chemicals used for bias
precipitates separation and R stands for tlie set of real numbers.

3. Mean Square Error

Expressing in terms of 8y and 5c , we have

=8[gi(l+5^-' +g^d +Sy)-' (I +SS) +gjd +Sy)-' (l+sS)"^

(3.1)

which may be expressed as

or

= 0 (l-8y) + e(g2-g3)5c + 0(5^)

Let us choose -

§2" §3 = 8 (say, another constant)

Then = 0(1-5y)+0g5c + O(5^)

(§ -0) = -95y +0g5S+ 0(5^)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

Squaring both sides of (3.4) and retaining terms upto second powers of
S's we have

(§ -0)^ = 0f5^+g'52'-2g8y5S (3J)

Taking expectation of both sides of (3.5) and using E(5y^) = (1.1),

(1.2) and (1.3) we get the mean square error of to the first degree of

approximation as

MSE(§g) =
4n

\ /

g^(4c^-4Vp7c+p2-l )+ 4g(2c^-V^c) +4c^

(3.6)
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which is miuimized for

g= -
2(2c^-Vg"c)

(4c^-4V^c +p2-l)

2(2c'-VB7c)

215

= go (say) (3.7)

P2-P,-1 +(2C-VP7)'

Hence the resulting (minimum) mean square error of is given by

minAlSE (§^) = e^c^ (P2-P1-I)
(4c^-4V^c +p2-l)

4. Funnel for estimators of 0

From (2.2), (3.3) and (3.7), we have

ig>=i
82-83 = 80

(3.8)

(4.1)

(4.2)

From (4.1) and (4.2), we have three unknowns to be determined from only
two equations. It is, tlierefore, riot possible to find out unique values for the
amount ofchemicals gj's (i= 1,2,3), we shall connect a filter with the funnel
by imposing a liiiear restriction.

£gi B(§i)= o (4.3)

i- 1

where B(§,) is the bias in the i-th estimator of inverse of population mean.
Now (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) may be expressed as

0 1 -1

or

\ / X

81
/ \

f8„ ]
82 -

1

y
83

\ /

0

\ /

1 11

B(§i) B(82) B(§3)

^^3*3 *^3x1G,., = B3x1

(4.4)

TTie values of gj's (i= 1,2,3) obtained by solving the system of equations
(4.4) separate the bias precipitates from the suggested linear variety at (2.1)
IAl^ 0. Thus we have the following theorem:
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Theorem : The system of equations given by (4.4) will have a unique
solution if

{B (02) + B(03)}
(4.5)

Proof: The proof of the theorem follows if we put IAl 0.

5. Bias separation oforder O(a ')
We shall now outline tlie manner in which one can use the funnel connected

B(K)= •|̂ [24c^-8V^c-(P,-l)

B(§3)= £(P2-1)

with filter-paper to separate tlie bias precipitate of order o(n ') for the estimator
in (2.1). For tlie case under consideration, the biases of (i = 1,2,3) to

the first degree of approximation, are respectively given by

B(§i)=0cVn (5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

Expressions (5.1)-(5,3) clearly satisfy the condition (4.5). Using (5.1)-(5.3)
in (4.4) and tlien solving we get tlie the unique solution as

gi= -

82= -

g3= ~

g„ {2 (p2 - 1) - 12c' +4V^c}- {(P2 - 1) +12c' - 4V^c}

^ '"g„{8c'-3(pi-l)} +8c'

8c'+g„{16c'-8Vp7c-(p2-l)}

2D L""

1 r

2DL

where D= (4c'- 4 c+pj-1)

Use of these gi's(i= 1,2,3) filtrates the bias upto temis of order
o (n~'). Keeping in view tlie importance of thecondition (4.5), thesame process
may be repeated by considering P(§j) (i = 1,2,3) to the order o(n"') if the
bias in 8 is to be reduced to tlie order 0 (n"^) and so on.

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)
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6. Normal Parent

In case of normal population where pj= o and p2= 3, tlie expression
(5.2) to (5.6) respectively reduce to

B(§j)= |;<I2c'-l) (6.1)

(6.2)
4n

(1 + 12c^^
(l+2c^)^
U 1- IZ.L.

gl= . .„2.2 (6.3)

•-Sw
Tlius the minimum variance of 0„ is given by

o

"2, 2

nun.Var(§ )= ^ ^ . (6.6)
® n (l+2c^)

The MSE of =4, to tlie first degree of approximation, is given by

„2

MSE (0,, =^ (6.7)

It follows from (6.6) and (6.7) tliat tlie relative efficiency (RE) of with

respect to conventional estimator is given by

RE(6^,§i)= l+2c^ (6.8)

which shows tliat projiosed estimator is more efficient tlian conventional

. . A 1
estmiator 0, = -=.1 y

Thus it is interesting to remaric tliat tlie only prior knowledge of coefficient
of variation is enough to use tlie jiroposed estimator 0^ in case of normal
population.
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ISAS YOUNG SCIENTIST AWARD

Rules and Regulations

In order toprovide encouragement and incentives to the young scientists in
the field of Agricultural Statistics, the Society has instituted an award which
will be given during the Annual Conference of the Society. The rules and
regulations for the award are as follows:

1. Only members of the Society (ISAS) including student members are
eligible for consideration for the award.

2. The upper age limit of the scientist for the award is 35 years as on 30th
September, of the year of Conference.

3. The papers to be considered for award, shall have to be under single
authorship.

4. The work must have been carried out in India and itshould be an original
contribution.

5. Four copies ofthe full paper along with copies ofits abstract notexceeding
200 words should reach the Secretary of the Society not later than 28th
October, preceding the Conference. Bio-data, including full name and
address along with the date of birth (duly attested copy of certificate),
research experience, list of publications should be appended to the
complete paper.

6. Stress will be on both quality of research and presentation.

7. The Council wiU nominate a panel ofjudges who wiU grade and select
the best three research papers. No paper will be selected if it gets less
than 2 A's.

8. The authors of these three papers will be invited to present their papers
in a special session during the Conference. The merit will be judged by
the Sessional President assisted preferably by the above committee. Their
decision will be final. (These authors will be given financial assistance).

9. Only one candidate will be chosen for the awaid.

10. The name ofawardee will be announced by the Secretary of the Society
at the meeting of the General Body.

11. A certificate of merit and award in a suitable form (worth about
Rs. 1,000/-) will be given to the recipient with citation.

12. The Society reserves the right to publish the awarded paper in its Journal.



ANNOUNCEMENT

The 49th Annual Conference of the Indian Society of Agricultural
Statistics will be held at Lucknow under the aegis of Director of Agriculture,
Uttar Pradesh from 19 to 21 December, 1995. The programme of the
Conference includes:

• TechnicalAddressby Prof. T.V. Hanurav, SessionalPresident;

• Dr. Rajendra PrasadMemorialLecture by Dr. R. S. P^oda, Director
General, ICAR and Secret^, DARE, Govt. Of India

• Dr. V. G. PanseMemorialLectureby ShriJ. S. Saitna, Researchfellow
Emeritus, IFPRI, Washington D.C.; i

• Symposia on:

(i) "Research Priorities in Agricultural Statistics to meet future
challenges"

Convenors: Prof. Prem Narain
Dr. R. K. Pandey

(ii) Role of Statistics in Itod use planning

Convenors: Dr. B. N. Tyagi
Dr. A. K, Srivastava

• Reading of and discussion on contributed scientific and technical
papers;

, • Presentation of papersconsideredfor ISASYoungScietitist Award.

For presentation of contributed papers in the Conference, abstract (not
exceeding 200 words) along with full paper may be sent to the Secretary,
ISAS, lASRI campus. Library Avenue, New Delhi-110012 before
10 November, 1995.

The full paper (four copies) with abstract to be considered for ISAS
Young Scientist Award should reach the Secretary, ISAS before 28 October,
1995.

Siiri V.K. Singhal, Additional Director of Agriculture (Extension), Krishi
Bhavan, Lucknow - 226 001 will be the Local Organising Secretary of the
Conference. For further details, write to the Secretary, ISAS, lASRI Campus,
Library Avenue, New Delhi-110 012.

Tel. 5781861

P. R. SREENATH

Secretary,
ISAS



CONDOLENCE

The members of the Indian Society of Agricultural Statistics deeply
moura the sad demise of Prof. N. G. Ranga (Nidubrolu Gogineni
Ranganayakulu) on 8 June, 1995. He was 94. Prof. Ranga was a founder
member of the Society and one of the Vice Presidents from 1948 to
1953.

Prof. Ranga was a Gandhian, veteran parliamentarian, freedom fighter
and above all a crusader of many a farmer's movement. But for a seven
year break in Parliament between 1970 and 1977, Prof. Ranga was a
member of either the Lok Sabha or the Rajya Sabha from the beginning.
Prof. Ranga had the rare distinction of being awarded special honour for
completing 50 years of parliamentary life.

As a member as well as Vice President of the Society he contributed
significantly in promoting the cause of the Society. He delivered the
prestigious "Dr. Rajendra Prasad Memorial Lecture" in 1981 during the
35th Annual Conference of the Society and the topic of his lecture was
"Vista for continuous surveys to monitor progress in rural welfare
planning". With the demise of Prof. N. G. Ranga the country in general
and the Society in particular lost a renowned figure. The void left by
him would be impossible to fill.


